East Coast Interpreters and Translators Summit 2023

AI and the Future of Cross-language Communication

KEYNOTE SPEAKER:
BARRY SLAUGHTER OLSEN
OPENING - Candid Thoughts on AI and the Future of Cross-language Communication: What can a professional do when the tools of the trade radically change?

PRESENTATION
2023 Remote Simultaneous Interpretation Update: Current standards of practice, technologies, trends, and opportunities

TO REGISTER
visit dvta.org

SEPTEMBER 09 2023
8:00 AM TO 5:30 PM
WIDENER UNIVERSITY
DELawareLawSchool,
4601 CONCORD PIKE
WILMINGTON, DE 19803

VONESSA COSTA
From Drawing Board to Living: Experience and Early Co-Producing Language Justice Infrastructure to Advance Health Equity

MARCO HANSON
Language-neutral session: "Translating Official Documents: Certified, Notarized or Apostille?"
Spanish session: "Armas, escudos y cuadros de chiva: Firearms in English and Spanish?"

KATTY KAUFFMAN
From Court to Conference: Best Practices

KATHARINE ALLEN
Educational Interpreting: Stepping Out of the Shadows

PASCALE LEDEUR KRAUS
Language and World Affairs – the Art and Science of Diplomatic Translation and Interpretation.

JODI BRALOW
Connecting the dots of Compliance